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150 all-natural skin, hair and body care recipes that are inexpensive, toxin-free, and easy for
readers to make themselves. Homemade Beauty is a beautifully packaged collection of 150 all-
natural skin, hair and body care recipes. From turning blueberries into a lush detoxifying mask to
fresh lemongrass into a non-toxic bug repellent, Homemade Beauty takes the ubiquitous eat-
local, farm-to-table concept and brings it to the beauty category.As reports on the dangers of
chemicals in cosmetics become increasingly alarming and the aspiration to live a more natural
life grows, many of us are eager to take beauty regimens into our own hands to ensure we are
putting only the safest and most natural ingredients on our bodies. Commercially available
organic beauty products are expensive, but they are easy and cheaper to make at home and
most require 5 simple ingredients or less. Recipes like Almond Rose Body Lotion, Coconut
Lavender Shampoo, and Brown Sugar Vanilla Scrub will enchant you with heady scents – and
thrill you when you realize these pampering products take only 5 minutes to make!

About the AuthorAnnie Strole is a makeup artist, natural beauty expert and contributing editor for
style, beauty and DIY site Lovelyish.com. A lifelong luxury beauty product junkie and hippie-at-
heart, Annie eventually began researching the ingredients of her beloved beauty potions out of
curiosity. Not pleased with her findings of the effects of some particularly nasty ingredients,
Annie decided to take beauty into her own hands by creating effective, all-natural beauty
products at home using the freshest ingredients possible. --This text refers to the paperback
edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Welcome to your guide to all-
natural, toxin-free beauty products that you can create easily at home. This may sound daunting
to some, but making your own products is one of the most empowering ways to take your beauty
and health into your own hands. Just because the beauty products in stores contain tons of
ingredients with extremely long and complicated names doesn’t make all those chemicals
necessary—don’t let them overwhelm you. Making beauty products is a lot easier than you’d
think.Some of those ingredients can even be harmful. Pthalates, sodium lauryl and sodium
laureth sulfate, propylene glycol, polyethylene glycol and the infamous parabens are just a few
common beauty product ingredients that have been reported to cause irritation, cancer, organ
abnormalities, hormone disruption and sterility.Now that that’s out of the way, for the majority of
the book I want to focus on the enjoyable aspects of natural beauty rather than the disease-
causing aspects of the unnatural variety. Hand-crafting your own all-natural beauty products is
extremely satisfying and fun. If you love DIY, then I’m certain that you’ll enjoy creating some
handmade beauty products. Additionally, making homemade beauty products is also a cost-
effective and super thoughtful way of making gifts for friends and loved ones.From the stance of
a beauty professional, creating your own personalized homemade beauty products is a fantastic



way to find solutions to problematic skin without blasting your face, hair and body with chemicals
that may be detrimental down the line. I speak from experience.After moving to New York from
Texas, my skin had never looked worse. Stress, change of climate, change of water, pollution
and who knows what else were clearly taking their toll, and my skin exacted its revenge with tons
of huge, angry, inflamed zits. Of course, my first course of action was to evaluate my diet, up my
water intake and be sure to be active and sleep well, but then I took a look at what I was putting
on my skin. After some research I discovered my ordinary store-bought cleanser was mostly
petroleum-based, preservative-filled garbage. I began researching more natural brands, and as I
did that, I realized a lot of their active and most effective ingredients were those found in my
kitchen. As a makeup artist and beauty addict, I’d always been interested in skin care, but once I
embarked upon my natural skincare sleuthing, my interest turned to an obsession.For my
imbalanced, acned condition, a friend suggested I use raw apple cider vinegar as a toner after
cleansing. I began seeing drastic improvement in my complexion, and started trusting all-natural
ingredients to care for my skin. I also began using tea tree oil to zap away zits, and a lemon and
honey concoction to decongest my pores (you can find the recipe for that in the Detoxifying
section of the Skin chapter!). Day by day my skin was improving and eventually returned to a
state of homeostasis.I began to wonder what natural ingredients could do for my dry hair and
body. Natural oils, fruits, yogurt and a number of other items found in my very own kitchen did a
fantastic job of nourishing and hydrating my hair and skin. At this point I was hooked on
educating myself about, and randomly slathering on, all types of edible ingredients.--This text
refers to the paperback edition.
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A PERIGEE BOOKPublished by the Penguin GroupPenguin Group (USA) LLC375 Hudson
Street, New York, New York 10014USA • Canada • UK • Ireland • Australia • New Zealand • India
• South Africa • ChinaA Penguin Random House CompanyHOMEMADE BEAUTYCopyright ©
2014 by Annie StroleA Hollan Publishing Inc. ConceptPenguin supports copyright. Copyright
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Thank you for buying an authorized edition of this book and for complying with copyright laws by
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is a registered trademark of Penguin Group (USA) LLC.The “P” design is a trademark belonging
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recipes contained in this book are to be followed exactly as written. The publisher is not
responsible for your specific health or allergy needs that may require medical supervision. The
publisher is not responsible for any adverse reactions to the recipes contained in this
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IntroductionWelcome to your guide to all-natural, toxin-free beauty products that you can create
easily at home. This may sound daunting to some, but making your own products is one of the
most empowering ways to take your beauty and health into your own hands. Just because the
beauty products in stores contain tons of ingredients with extremely long and complicated
names doesn’t make all those chemicals necessary—don’t let them overwhelm you. Making
beauty products is a lot easier than you’d think.Some of those ingredients can even be harmful.



Pthalates, sodium lauryl and sodium laureth sulfate, propylene glycol, polyethylene glycol and
the infamous parabens are just a few common beauty product ingredients that have been
reported to cause irritation, cancer, organ abnormalities, hormone disruption and sterility.Now
that that’s out of the way, for the majority of the book I want to focus on the enjoyable aspects of
natural beauty rather than the disease-causing aspects of the unnatural variety. Hand-crafting
your own all-natural beauty products is extremely satisfying and fun. If you love DIY, then I’m
certain that you’ll enjoy creating some handmade beauty products. Additionally, making
homemade beauty products is also a cost-effective and super thoughtful way of making gifts for
friends and loved ones.From the stance of a beauty professional, creating your own
personalized homemade beauty products is a fantastic way to find solutions to problematic skin
without blasting your face, hair and body with chemicals that may be detrimental down the line. I
speak from experience.After moving to New York from Texas, my skin had never looked worse.
Stress, change of climate, change of water, pollution and who knows what else were clearly
taking their toll, and my skin exacted its revenge with tons of huge, angry, inflamed zits. Of
course, my first course of action was to evaluate my diet, up my water intake and be sure to be
active and sleep well, but then I took a look at what I was putting on my skin. After some
research I discovered my ordinary store-bought cleanser was mostly petroleum-based,
preservative-filled garbage. I began researching more natural brands, and as I did that, I realized
a lot of their active and most effective ingredients were those found in my kitchen. As a makeup
artist and beauty addict, I’d always been interested in skin care, but once I embarked upon my
natural skincare sleuthing, my interest turned to an obsession.For my imbalanced, acned
condition, a friend suggested I use raw apple cider vinegar as a toner after cleansing. I began
seeing drastic improvement in my complexion, and started trusting all-natural ingredients to care
for my skin. I also began using tea tree oil to zap away zits, and a lemon and honey concoction to
decongest my pores (you can find the recipe for that in the Detoxifying section of the Skin
chapter!). Day by day my skin was improving and eventually returned to a state of homeostasis.I
began to wonder what natural ingredients could do for my dry hair and body. Natural oils, fruits,
yogurt and a number of other items found in my very own kitchen did a fantastic job of
nourishing and hydrating my hair and skin. At this point I was hooked on educating myself about,
and randomly slathering on, all types of edible ingredients.Of course I had to spread the love,
and I began posting a few recipes on Lovelyish.com, where I work as a contributing editor. I also
started making all-natural recipe recommendations to friends, family and even clients. Through
this process, not only did I educate others but I learned a great deal about how certain
ingredients affect and benefit skin types other than mine (in addition to receiving quite a few
recommendations myself).The recipes that you’ll find in this book are a collection of ones I
happened upon myself, in addition to personal adaptations of recipes that were recommended
to me. As you read this book and hand-craft your own products, I encourage you to be creative
and trust your instincts to adapt these recipes to best fit your needs. You may notice that these
recipes are translated in cups, tablespoons, drops, squeezes and handfuls—if you were mass-



producing products for continuity or working with chemicals, this wouldn’t fly. But that’s the
beauty of these recipes: Perfection isn’t required. Sure, it may be ideal to create some of these
products by measuring weight in ounces, but I’m assuming most of you don’t have a kitchen
scale at home (but if you do, fantastic!). A teaspoon over or 1/8 of a cup under what the recipe
calls for certainly won’t ruin your recipe . . . in fact, you may find that tweaking ingredients
benefits your skin! Everyone’s skin is different; therefore, what works for you might be completely
different than what works for me. You have to experiment!I hope you enjoy reading this book and
creating your own beauty products as much as I enjoyed writing this guide. Don’t be afraid to
make messes and get your hands dirty in the name of beauty!Icon KeyThroughout the book
you’ll notice a number of icons intended to guide you to the homemade beauty product best
suited for yourself or the recipient of your product in addition to informing you as to whether or
not the product is suited for only one use or can be stored or made in batches. Be sure to look
out for the following icons!

chapter 1Why All-Natural Beauty Products?By now, it’s clear that eating a diet that consists
mostly of organic fruits and vegetables is most beneficial to our health, but what about caring for
our largest organ and our first line of defense: our skin?You may be washing your face every
night, using moisturizer, eye cream and sunscreen and treating yourself to masks and exfoliants,
but if the products you’re using are jam-packed with toxic chemicals and preservatives, you’re
probably not doing yourself too many favors.It turns out that ingredients such as sulfates,
parabens and artificial fragrances that have commonly been used in skin-, hair- and body-care
products for decades are now being found to cause inflammatory skin reactions and are even
suspected to cause some serious diseases, illnesses and hormonal issues with extended use.
Other ingredients like additives and fillers simply suffocate the skin and are a waste of
money.Just like our bodies benefit from eating fresh, natural, unprocessed foods, our skin thrives
when we treat it with the same quality ingredients. You’ll be surprised when you notice the effects
that a natural treatment has on your skin after the first use. While there are some fabulous (and
expensive!) all-natural skincare products on the market, there’s no denying that making fresh
products in your own home is more beneficial. The recipes in this book are easy and fun and will
greatly improve your skin, wallet and health.

chapter 2IngredientsThe ingredients required for these recipes are not particularly out of the
ordinary. For the most part we’ll be using items (mostly fruits, vegetables and typical cooking
ingredients) you may already have in your kitchen!Just like I would suggest that you select high-
quality, organic produce for your diet, I recommend the same for your beauty recipes. Don’t
worry: The recipes call for small amounts, so you’ll have plenty of produce left over for meals or
additional recipes. (I also really enjoy snacking on my ingredients as I make products . . . it’s a
win-win!)There are certain recipes that require some specialty items such as beeswax, shea
butter and other not-so-common supermarket finds, but these can easily be found at craft



stores, health- food stores or online. Ebook Tops.com is a veritable treasure trove of DIY beauty
supplies, and Mountainroseherbs.com has tons of high-quality essential oils, among many other
specialty beauty items. I love NOW Solutions for its wide variety of high-quality carrier oils, which
can be found in health-food stores or online.As far as castile soap, an extremely gentle oil-based
soap that you’ll see mentioned in a number of recipes, I love Dr. Bronner’s Unscented Baby-Mild
Castile Soap, but you can find a variety of brands online or at your local health-food store, and
even at many grocery or beauty-supply stores.Again, just as you would if you were eating it, be
sure to wash all produce required in recipes and check that any other food-grade items are not
past their expiration date—this can drastically affect the outcome of your recipes!Specifics on
Recommended IngredientsCoconut oil—unrefined virgin (Nutiva is my personal favorite
brand)Olive oil—extra-virginApple cider vinegar—raw, organic (Bragg is my favorite
brand)Castile soap—Dr. Bronner’s Unscented Baby-Mild Castile SoapYogurt—always use plain
yogurt. I prefer any type of Greek yogurt, but as long as it is plain and has active cultures, it will
be effective.Honey—raw, organic honey is best and can be found at your local health-food store
or farmers market. Most regular honeys are cut with corn syrup, which won’t do your skin any
favors. Even better is if you can get your hands on some local honey, which helps support your
area’s beehives and has countless health and skin benefits (swallowing a tablespoon of the stuff
daily will enormously ease pollen allergies!). I definitely recommend purchasing liquid raw honey,
as opposed to the solid kind. It’s much easier to work with, but both will do—you’ll just have to be
sure to melt your solid honey before including it in any of the recipes.Tea tree oil—a lot of tea
tree oils are sold as blends, so be sure you purchase 100 percent tea tree oil.Shea butter—raw,
unrefined (I purchase from Ebook Tops and other online retailers)Cocoa butter—raw (also
purchased from Ebook Tops and other online retailers)Beeswax—pure, yellow. I prefer working
with pellets so that you don’t have to shave or chop a big block (and pellets are a lot easier to
work with). I also purchase this from Ebook Tops and other online retailers.Vegetable glycerine—
can be found on Ebook Tops, at health-food stores or at other online retailers

chapter 3ToolsHomemade Beauty is about being simple and approachable; just like the
ingredients are mostly commonplace, the tools aren’t intimidating, either. The utensils required
are not dissimilar to those you would need for cooking or baking. You probably already own most
of them!Measuring cups and spoonsSaucepanDouble boiler (or a Pyrex measuring cup in a pot
of boiling water works just as well)Blender or food processorHand mixerCutlery (fork, spoon and
knife)Cutting boardBowls (small to medium)Containers (small jars, bottles, squeeze bottles and
spray bottles)A sifterSmall funnelSoap molds (can be purchased from craft stores, at Ebook
Tops.com or at other online retailers)Juicer*
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Nuka Girl, “I have for years made many of my own beauty products like salts, salves. Annie's
Homemade Beauty is a treasure trove of ideas for the natural beauty addict. I have for years
made many of my own beauty products like salts, salves, and dry shampoo. This book is a great
go to reference for all the new things I haven't tried. My kids are experimenting with some of the
recipes now! There are quite a few that require products for you may have to order ingredients,
but many of the recipes can come straight from your kitchen. If you are an at home esthetician or
you want to be one; this book is PERFECT! I'm stoked to try the body oil recipe and have already
tried the Mattifying Face Powder- it rocks! And, oh my goodness, who would've thunk the
Strawberry Teeth Whitener was a thing? It totally works- and super easy. My teenagers are
brushing their teeth with strawberries! I can't say enough good things about this book. I love it.”

Sadie, “Natural Beauty. I purchased this as a gift for my friend who is into natural beauty
products. She likes to put honey on her face and pumpkin in her hair so this book seemed like
the perfect gift for her. She said she liked it. Not sure if she was just being nice or actually
referred the book but that's one less person on my shopping list!”

Nicole W, “Everyone Can Use This Book!. This book has an incredible array of recipes to suit
any skin or hair issue you may have. I've loved everything I've made so far! The ingredients are
simple and easy to find, and most importantly, all natural. The book is well written and clearly
organized.I've wanted to make my own beauty products for years but the amount of information
online is overwhelming. This is a perfect beginners guide, with enough ideas to keep you going
for years!”

Stewart, “Just what I was looking for.. This is a great book of useful recipes. Every recipe has a
little narrative about the benefits of the ingredients and the directions are easy to follow. I've
already made a grocery list so I can get started ASAP. Just what I was looking for.”

Magdalena Zambrano, “Such a great book for beginners. I love this book. I got it as a “let-me-try”
kind of thing, but as I started reading I couldn’t help but want to try all the recipes. I just bought all
my ingredients and can’t wait to try them all! Fantastic find!”

R.S, “The Best. I absolutely love this book!!! Would recommend it to anyone!I am all about
natural. Less chemicals and unwanted stuff, that you sometimes get with stuff we buy on a daily
basis”

lelly, “No Time To Write a Review - I`m Off To Try Some of These Recipes!. Seriously, this is what
I`'ve been waiting for. As someone with VERY sensitive skin, eliminating harmful chemicals from
my skin care regime is my goal. And this book with its easy- to-follow recipes is how I intend to



reach that goal.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Book. Happy thank you”

DaniH, “Easy and more advanced recipes to do your own home-made .... Easy and more
advanced recipes to do your own home-made cosmetics. Great book with some great ideas.
Fun to try out with your children too”

SJ2016, “Five Stars. Great book, so many recipes”

The book by Nick Turner has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 115 people have provided feedback.
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